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Abstract.

^ alloys with x i 4.2 at % have been studied by the TDPAD method

utilising 19F as a probe. The hyperfine field was found to increase with 0.39(6)

% per at % Al. A Monte Carlo simulation of the dipolar distributian, due to the

missing Fe moments, agrees well with the experimental results.
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1. Introduction.

Interactions between an impurity ind a host material have during recent

yean gained both theoretical and technical interest.

Technical applications of light impuniiss include fields like semiconductor

technology, metalhjrgy and hydrogen stca;w:c in metals.

Theoretical aspects involve studies t dynamic and static interactions of

impurities and also their dependence on different parameters such as tempera-

ture, applied magnetic field and impurity concentration.

The hyperfine interaction methods make it possible to perform measurements

of electric and magnetic fields at or close to an impurity site. light nuclei can

be used both as probes and as impurities.

In hyperfine interaction experiments involving recoil implantation of nuclear

probes, as in the TDPAD method (Time differential perturbed angular distribu-

tion), the question arises about the effect of radiation damage produced during

l ie slowing down process. Along the track, mterstitials and vacancies are

'. rested, and if the probe nucleus is stepped dose to such defects in a fcrromag-

let, dipolar fields from the defects are added to the local magnetic field. It is

therefore interesting to study the sensitivity of TDPAD results to vacancies, and

to see if a simple dipolar model can account for otseived field distributions. A

controlled way to create magnetic vacancies in ?. ferromsgnet is to alloy it with a

non-magnetic element such as aluminium.

In this paper we present TDPAD measurements of the local fields in dihite

AljFej _x with concentrations ranging i;p to 4.2 at %, using ^ F as a probe. In

previous TDPAD measurementE with |(>F in pure polycrystalhne iron [1], a

local field of 9.0 T with a very narrow fieid distribution was found. Iron is a

cubic metal (bec) and only the subs'jturiorial sies have a vanishing dipolar field.

The absence of broadening in measwrnt-nts on polycrystals with applied fields

therefore indicates that fluorine ^ons are stopped at a substitutional site in iron,

and that the surroundings are almost widjstorted Any change in field distribu-

tion in AljFej^ alloys cornparRd to pire Fev must therefore come from the

missing moments, where the aluminium substitutes ;roii atoms

A shorter version of this work has previously bent published [2].



2. Sample preparation.

The A y F c j ^ foils used as targets for this experiment were produced in a

separate study [3]. Several slightly different methods for preparing dilute

A l j F e j ^ alloys were examined. The method giving the best homogeneity is

briefly described below.

Spec, pure Fe was melted in an induction furnace at 1700 °C in a protective

atmosphere consisting of 95% Ar + 5% H 2 A thread of pure Al (99.99%) was

added to the melt, and after approximately 10 seconds the melt was cast in a

copper ingot mould. During sGhciifkation the ingot was flushed with the protec-

tive gas.

A 2.5 mm deep surface layer was removed from the mgot before cutting the

samples. The samples were then heat treated in evacuated silica tubes at 810 °C

for 24 h. A longer time or a higher temperatum would have increased the homo-

geneity, but at the expense of an liirrre-ised loss cf aluminium from the samples.

In order to remove the A k Q , surface layer whirl» is formed during the heat

treatment, the samples were first cc-!d rollen to a rincknes:. of 300-900 fj%/tw?,

and then electrolytically etched Jown to 50% of Tiseir {inner thickness. Finally

these foils were rolled to a thickness salable fcr torget preparation.

The aluminium content and tb? content of iir.soh.eri substances in the foib

were determined by means of chemical ^iialysis of »he samples with the highest

ahimiirium concentration. The accuracy if the i:litmical aualyås was 0.2 wt%

for the aluminium concentration.

A Rutherford back scattering (RBS) anHiy&is. WBS then fjj.ade in order to

check the homogeneity of the foils, lii-.-. -«:snH fr«:an tiie cheminal analysis of the

lrighest concentration sample w : i ' cJ ^ ..oUbnite the RBS inter^sities. The

agreement between the concentraticm.i dr,*~t;mueA with the two methods were

good. The RBS analysis :vhjwcd ..fiat -d-, j;;-.nnircium cunccntratirni gradient

existed within the foils.

In the 1DPAD experiments irar usrgets *itii 0 6, 1.2, 2.0 and 4.2 at%

aluminium were used.
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3. Experimental procedure.

A puked 3.5 McV proton team (witlii 2 ra, rep. rate 2 MHz) from the

Uppsala tandem Van de Graaff acceierari- was used to excite and TECDÖ implant
19F into the host material at room tevm>erarure. In enter to achieve a suffi-

ciently high counting rate, multilayer targets with 6-8 layers were used. Each

layer consisted of w 50 //g/fcm2 CaF2 eva[»rated on the backing foil. The target

wes mounted in a copper frame to ensure good thermal contact with the target

holder. An external magnetic field of 0.2 T was kppHetl perpendicular to the

bcam-dctcctor plane.

Tbz gamma ray; from the deexcitabon of the 5/2 + , 197 kcV level ( T = 1 2 8

ns, g = + 1.442) in l 9 F were detected in a conventional TDPAD setup with twr

Nal(Tl) detectors mounted on Philips XP2020 photo multiplier tubes at ±45

degrees relative to the beam direction lime information from the beam pulse

was extracted by passing the beam through a 100 pgyfc™2 carbon foil. The

ejected electrons were multiplied by a channel pbte The time spectra were

recorded on line" with a PDPll.'OS - 11/60 computer combraration, using a data

acquisition program supplied oy the Tandci?» Ac^^lergt.:^' Lwhaatory in Uppsala.

ID in-heam experiments the eiitrrgy lo- i of the ix^m snll cause heat up of the

target. A quantitative study of t.hn rffeti ?.n ̂ ;z:;itx:{joii with measurements of

internal magnetic fields with TDPAD î  di^jusscd more 'thoroughly in another

papeT [4J. By munitaring the targtu curiem Oi) ?A) tlie temperature gradient

was kept less than 2 K over the target.

4. Data

TT.R m;ir»be.r of coincidrjices r̂ Ktween !he j.nrotai( JTHJ-M: snd the gamma rays in

each d&tecUx can be described by

C(Q ,t) = N-e-* / T -W(n ,t)

where T 15 the Kfe time trf the Kx»;Jtrd nuclc;ir •rvcl. I h<- angular distribution

function W({] ,t) depends on umilcar tycxjcrfa's. t!n ex<-ilF;tio;i wrucev» and of the



nature of the perturbation. The coincidences irosn two detectors (Cj and C2)

can be combined to a reduced time spectnim where the exponential decay uf the

leveJ does not appear:

R(t) =2 cTTct

In the present case with 19F as the probe nucleus, and the detectors positioned

at ± 45 degrees relative to the beam direction, the reduced time spectrum can be

expanded in a sine series:

R(t) = X)A,å n(U r t ) dj(t) where uj =

and the damping dj(t) = e 2 (Gaussian) o? = e å (Lorentzian).

The amphtude Aj of each frequency component is proportionfil to the popula-

tion at a magnetic position with s given cjj. pn;parUonal to the local magnetic

field. The factor /W, in the Gaussian damping factor accounts for field distiibu-

tians and A; in the Lorentzian dampiaa; factfir, in liris case, is used in a similar

manner. Analysis of the reduced time spectra w^tc wade with the use of Fourier

transforms aiid least squares fits to equaiion (1) [5j.

5 Computer simulntian of dipolar fivh\ di'rib ;t: *-

Taylor end Jcnxcs [6] havr SUJIAVJI tlidt in AJ^F-:j x allcr,i at low ahimirainii

concentratiom, tfie aluminhiia atoias ait- >«adnii*!/ distributed rn the iron lattice.

This randomness makes it possible U» ustj e coi(.»|rufer program to simulate the

effects of alloying (Monte-Carlo metiiod). T\ic curnputer shn'ilations were car-

ried out using the foflowing nodel Al B ̂ »b^ht-jicriaj jjcfuhon in bec iron, the

dipolar field is zero due to the cubic iymiiistry O.i reiiioviug one dipole from a

lattice sate (e.g. replacing an iron atuin with an Kiurninium atom) the result, as

seen from the substitutional position, is e-quivaje;:? to inserting one dipole of the
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sou» .* TLARgnitcie, oriented i i e div^cvior: ojjpe^.te to the magnetisation, in a non-

""- .li'tjc lattice. In the si mula u on a mxmixzr of dipolcs, depending on the

dcMird v^ASfinzy COTS; cut ration, v.r/e randomly placed in a lattice. All these

. jiT/» J - :•-£ 'rPcr.ii.ed aicn.ig a liirectim defined by an external field. The total

fiiijti &. z Si.'fcatitiitioTial probe sitt from dipol^s within 20 shells was then com-

^vjjtetl A n.'v external field direction was then randomly selected, and a new set

c-v i ;r>i_5jiy- were placed isi tlie lattice This procedure was repeated 10 000 times

y coriix'iitration, yviiig MI estimate of the field distributions at

site (Fig. 1). Fa; each concentration, two simulations were

r";7^: .»-! Or;e «:nuli».i-'on allf»,vi2ig ail mndum configurations of ahnninium

z ••. »Tinel the f!i.>unnc aUnn, and caie where no ahiiomium was allowed as nearest

; •>ihi.>v'iii Sirnulation results (stoj.ida.rd deviatians) are given in the last two

Slw.cu: ai' s;;;)!i- 2

iT.c niiTitilMiiun results :.aii Li-, -rtri 05 the Fourier transforms of simulated

->?/"-.!> rnucril time spectra. Thrr slanriajTt deviation of the simulated distribu-

.: • y. ; i,i i.v. tt.TfipHred to dsvr^iiiigs in the ajn^spondJiig tm»e spectra.

I•': -.Tip-in^vs were -Aihav. tu «x;r4*ect for lattice relaxation due to different

. • .; •". "or for aiuminiinrt-BJiiminium ixitE«^actii2is

A ;:-tPi si/jtjaJ pr .<je sites in bc<: iron- the dipolar field is non-zero and a l&rge

iy.'J- 'ivAr.b d'-m (»0 .5 T), ini:-n lugher tiian the dipolar fields from the vacan-

./:.'', , txj5::'.:U'i] eve/; in a pirAT p-jlaiised polyafystalline iron sample, in contrast

o ;ijt- •':',-.'• •.ii'jeuta' results A nniiiar computer simulation for an interstitial

,:'.i~. s;" • •>- '• therefore nut ,jfciiariaed

liiiuced tirrie st^ctra aiiii t'aeir F;ji.rici trBiisforms two distinct fre-

v/i:1-..- fcjiJTKJ (Fipr- 2 *vxl Vj I h e J;:-wer one a«Tesponds to fluorine

>.T?j:'• in Ox,: CBFJ , eAj^/jEnciut; unly iiic a ^ i e d field. Tlie higher fre-

'.','•" ic thf )fv;al fit-.ld at fjucriiic in irou. Hie local field can be written
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Figure 2. ; 3.

Reduced time spectra and Fourier iraissfo.;,, ffju' pure iron and the different

alinniraum concentrations. Full hues in figure 7 SJJOW U*^ fits of equation (1) to

the experi mental data.



Bdipote + Lorentz + Bnpplied ~ Bd«nag

In our case, with cubic symmetry and thin foil targets, B ^ j ! - ^ ^ ^ and

B d r n i « g a r e z e r o ' i e - :

^oc ~ ^ + Bd[pole(vacBnd«) + ^xjreot? + BnH>U«i

Hie experimental local fields an 1 9F were slightly increaång, with the

aluminium concentration. In order to see the behaviour of the hyperfine field,

the Lorentz field was calculated using the formula given by Stronach et. al [7].

LL.M
B = ( 1

where M is the domain magnetisation and c is the aluminium concentration.

Hie factor 1.157 consists of a term 1, describing dilution, and a term 0.157 from

the volume expansion of the lattice. The average of B j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ is zero.

The resulting hyperrme field increased with the aluminium concentration, aad a

least squares fit gave a dependence of 0.39(6) % per a. %. The experimental

fields are presented in table 1. The temperature spread due to beam-heatup is

included in the errors.

Rg. 4 shows that the amplitude of the high frequency component in pure iron

is only slightly damped even after 30 periods, but with increasing aluminium con-

centration the damping increases. On the other hand the amplitude at t=0

decreases, indicating that an increasing fraction of flourine atoms end up at mag-

netic positions with hyperfine magnetic fields differing from the one at ordinary

substitutional sites. Due to the large field distribution Lrom e.g. the dipole fields,

no signal from these flourine atoms can be seen in the expenmentally achievable

time range of the reduced time spectra.

The simulated dipole field distributicnis were symmetric, birt had wider tails

than Gaussian distributions. Fits to the experimental spectra were therefore

made with both Gaussian and Lorentban field distributions, both giving good

fits. The experimental dampings are presented ir. table 2.



Figure 4: Reduced time spectra as in figure 2, but without the signal correspond-

ing to the external field.



7.

Hie damping in the reduced time spectra for pure iron is due to inhomo-

geneities in the appfied magnetic field and was absent in earlier measurements

[1] where a different magnet pole piece was used. In order to compare the

experimental dampings with the standard deviation of the simulated distributions,

a correction for this extra damping was made by subtracting the pure iron vari-

ance from the variances of each iron-aluminium spectrum (3:rd column in table

2)-

Table 1. Experimental magnetic fields on *^F in iron.

Alat%

0

0.6

1.2

2.0

4.2

Amplitude

00197(7)

0.0202(8)

0.0226(7)

0.0136(9)

0.0071(9)

9.020(11)

9.063(12)

9.057(11)

9.070(14)

9.10(2)

"Lorentz 1*1

0.717

0.712

0.707

0.701

0.682

Bhftr]

8.303(11)

8.351(12)

8.350(11)

8369(14)

8.42(2)

Table 2. Experimental and simulated field distributions widths.

Alat%

0

0.6

1.2

20

4.2

Gaussian

exp.

0 039(3)

0.054(4)

0.068(3)

0.087(7)

0.103(17)

corrected

-

0.037(5)

0.056(5)

0.078(8)

0.095(17)

Lorentzian

exp.

0.024(3)

0.040(5)

0.055(4)

0.080(11)
0.089(25)

corrected

-

0.032(6)

0.049(5)

0.076(12)

0.086(25)

simulation

with nn Al

-

0.032

0.047

0060

0.087

norai Al

-

0.019

0.026

0.036

0.051



7. Discussion.

AJxFc1_x alloys have been studied with bulk magnetisation measurements

[8,9,10,11], neutron diffraction [12], Mbssbauer spectroscopy [13], NMR [14,15]

and>xSR[7].

In bulk magnetisation measurements Sucksmith [8], found an average mag-

netic moment per iron atom increasing slightly with the aluminium concentra-

tion, up to about 20 at % aluminium. Fallot [9] and Arrot and Sato [10] oa the

other hand reported a decrease of the saturation magnetisation with increasing

ahnninhim concentration up to approximately 20 at % aluminium, slightly more

rapid than what would be expected from a ample magnetic dilution. Finally,

Besnus et al. [11] found an average magnetic moment per iron atom independent

of the ahnninium concentration in the range from 0 to 25 at % aluminium.

We can therefore assume that the magnetisation, except for some very small

variations, can be described with a simple dilution model with a constant mag-

netic moment per iron atom for aluminium concentrations up to » 25 at % .

Such an assumption is supported by a neutron diffraction study by Holden et

al. [12], showing that aluminium produces very small perturbations on neighbour-

ing iron atoms and can therefore be considered as a simple magnetic vacancy.

In the case of Mbssbauer measurements DubieJ and Zinn [13] found a linear

dependence of the mean hyperfiue field on "Fe on the aluminium concentration

in the whole range studied (0 to 15 at %). Hie mean field however decreases

slower than the magnetisation. They also found satellite fields, associated with

aluminium in various neighbour shells Ori the other hand, the hyperfine field an

T e with no ahnninium as nearest ncigliUjtm increases with the ahnninium con-

centration with 0.18 % per at %.

Satellite fields were also found in NMR measurements by Mendis and

Anderson [14] and by Griiner et al. f!c)

Stronach et al. [7] using the >iSR method, found that the hyperfine field at

/x+ sites decreases at rates between 0.09 and 0.35 % per at % aluminium,

depending on the temperature.

In our experiment, the hypcrfine field on F in irm<. was fuunri to increase by

0.39(6) % per at % aluminium (sec table 1), i.c the %aine type of behaviour as

seen in Mbssbauer Al^Fe^ x experiments on S7Fe with TIO nearest neighbour

aluminium atoms [13].

According to theoretical iaicnlations (1^.1; , t)tf" !iyj.«rfijtf field on '^F in

iron



is very sensitive to changes in its closest surrounding due to a peak in the spin-

down density for s-electrons near the Ferini level. Nearest neighbour aluminium

atoms will give rise to shifts in the f oui-iue hyperSne field, larger than any shift

due to dipolar fields. However, due to tit:- large dipolar broadening, qgnni* from

such flourine nuclei will not be seen in the time iai;«*e studied. This is indicated

by the loss of amplitude at higher ehimmmm concentrations, although the loss is

higher than what is expected for a random distribution One possible explanation

to the additional loss of amplitude can 'e found by assuming that when seme

flourine atoms enter the iron backing, they get trapped at lattice disturbances

such as vacancies, whereas the 19F seen in the experiment, are found at substitu-

tional sites with almost undistorted surroundings [1]. With some aluminium in

the iron, the lattice distorts around the aluminiuin creating a more attractive

trapping potential for the flourine, giving a liigher probability for having an

ahiminhim atom as nearest neighbour than wh«t a random distribution gives.

The widths of the simulated dipole field distributions show the same depen-

dence on the aluminium concentration as the corrected experimental distribu-

tions. One can therefore conclude that tliese field distributions are caused by the

missing iron magnetic moments only. Radiation damage does not give any addi-

tional detectable effects. It is shown m this wurk that it h not possible to see

effects from magnetic vacancy concentrations <es« than »0.5 at % if they are

distributed homogeneously over the wangle. Vh^-rncies of th« order of 1 at %

concentration caused by radiatirsi damage dr. not ftrnducf» stranger dampings than

those due to external field inhomogeneities hi r»eny magnets used for TDPAD-

work.
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